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Subject: Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station
Docket No. 50/395
Reactor Building Purge System Operation

Dear Mr. Denton

During a meeting on October 21, 1981, South Carolina Electric and
Gas Cmpany (SCE&G) discussed the operation of the 36" and 6" reactor
building purge systems with Mr. Peter Hearn of the Cbntainment
Systems Branch and Mr. Martin Virgilio, the Technical Specification
reviewer. W e following information is provided in response to
questions and catments generated at that meeting.

1. The Fafety Evaluation Report (SER) requires the 36" purge
syst s be locked closed in modes 1 through 4. This will be
accomplished by locking shut the nunual isolation valves in
the air supply line to the valve operators. These manual
valves will be locked closed in the above nodes.

2. In discussirg the operation of the 6" system, we learned for
the first tifte that the NRC will only accept a minifnum of
1,000 hours per year. SCE&G does note that our systen meets
the requirements of Branch Technical Position CSB 6-4 and no
tinn restriction is denoted in the SER. Mr. Virgilio and

"r. dearn stated that 1,000 hours was the maximum they could
allow an1 that technic.1 justification was needal for that.
They did . tate that based on specific operating data, that if
nore hours were needed, it could be granted. Since the
Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station has no operational data at
this tine, we request that 1,000 hours of operation of the 6"

-

reactor building pirge system be granted for the following
reasons.

a) SCE&G needs te have the ability to remove fissica gases
to reduce whole bod ' dose to operator.< frm nobel gases Q)i

and particulate concentrations prior to entry at power /
for maintenance aril tr/reillance purposes. Also, this 3
system will be used to reduce the same doses prior to
refueling operations. / O

b) During normal plant operation the 6" systen is used to
control reactor b:lilding pressure. Since there are some
air operated equiptent in the reactor building some
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leakage has to be anticipated. As a result of this and
other normal temperature / pressure transients, SG6G must
be able to use the 6" purge systern for pressure control
and, thus, using up scane of the allotted 1,000 hours.

If operational data dictates additional need, then SG6G will
subnit appropriate requests for additional time. If you have any
questions, please let us know.

Verv truly yours,

A 9
T. C. Nichols, Jr.

RBC:TCN:lkb
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